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•

Realise the value of the human workforce: Subjective | EQ | Creative

•

Automate processes with little / no cognitive requirements.

•

Enhance outcomes, shorten deliverable timelines and increase accuracy.

IPU Reform – Robotic Process Automation
Presented by Dimple Davdra and Aidan Hardy
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Role of MHRA
MHRA is an executive agency under the Department of Health and
Social Care.
Recognised globally as an authority in its field, the agency plays a
leading role in protecting and improving public health and supports
innovation through scientific research and development.

The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
regulates medicines, medical devices and blood components for
transfusion in the UK.
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The Role of the
Information
Processing Unit
(IPU)

Main submission hub of the agency

Regulatory applications for Marketing Authorisations and
Clinical Trials - Approx. 100,000 submissions a year

Fast paced target-driven environment

Applications entered and validated onto Sentinel
Database System

Make final decisions on some applications.

Preparing high quality case folders for assessment within
the Agency
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Challenges Faced in IPU
Time and Resources

Manual Intensive Data Entry

Outdated Systems

Duplicated Efforts

Rework of Applications
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eCTD xml stylesheets (DTD)

Sources of
Information

Electronic Application Form (eAF) xml

CESP and MHRA Submissions xml

MHRA portal application form xml

Word/pdf forms

Cover letter
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Benefits for IPU
Virtual workers are faster and can be scheduled to work 24 hours a day 7 days a week
reducing classifier time spent on each case folder – The virtual workers go through approx.

3 times faster then a classifier
5000- 6000 submissions a month – not all are processed some are pushed to out of scope to be
completed manually.

Enabled classifiers to focus more on the data quality aspects rather than the multiple
‘button – pressing’ currently required when creating cases

Transcription errors are reduced and has saved agency approx. 2 FTE

Saved IPU recruiting more colleagues to process a new work process called
Nitrosamine process.
This leads to better quality applications as poorly filled in
applications will fail and be required to be completed using the current
manual process
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What we have learnt in the few years we have
had the virtual workers
We currently only entering some of the data into the case folders from the
application forms. This is mainly due to the difficulties in using the current
application form (paper version).
Importance of simplifying your processes prior to implementing any automation
process.
Ensure the process is consistent, for example is the data gathered coming from
the same location every time. Humans can adapt, virtual workers will struggle.
Transfer of Licenses From One Country to Another
Approx. 3800 transfers to be completed before exit date
Robotic automation saved agency 633 working hours. That is 88 days!
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THANK YOU
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